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MATTE! is pleased to announce the
release of new single Aurora
FOR RELEASE ON 29TH MAY 2020
LISTEN NOW

https://soundcloud.com/matteuk/aurora/s-x7xL7h1o6wA
ABOUT THE ARTIST

MATTE! is the alias of James Dinsdale, an electronic music producer from
Southsea, UK. Combining minimal electronic and lo-fi house vibes, his use of
layered rhythmic elements and deep bass outline his signature style, which is just
as appropriate for a late night club room as it is as a relaxing soundtrack to
everyday life.
https://instagram.com/mattemusicuk
https://twitter.com/mattemusicuk
https://facebook.com/mattemusicuk
ABOUT AURORA

Aurora was written and recorded at MATTE!'s home, during the coronavirus
lockdown. The first single to be released from upcoming EP 'Azure', it's an enticing
Lo-Fi House groove with lashings of distorted synths and chopped vocals.
AURORA IN THE PRESS

“Congrats on this epic trip through the hinterlands (or
Come Here Floyd
comeherefloyd.com

equivalent). Has a gamer kinda vibe too. Nice. Will do
well. Especially the crowns of synth dictations, jutting
out at right moments. That vocal entry at the last
1/3rd was interesting. Thought we were going to go to
a different more classic house blend. Nice addition to
the universe.”

“Elegant, lush and dreamy slice of hazy electronicBarry Gruff
barrygruff.com

pop; synths shimmer and frazzled electronics
cascade from above over a seductive groove and
bubbling beat - it is lush and alluring for sure.”

“You can feel the swell of discovery here, pushing and
MP3 Hugger
mp3hugger.com
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prodding on those beats and letting the electronics
offer the view of the cosmosphere all around. It
reminded me of Boards of Canada but with a little bit
of their obdurate directions quelled in return for more
manageable sequences. Really bodes well for MATTE!
because there is a very fine line between obscure
recordings and obscurity. Reminded me most of
Snivelization era Orbital.”
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